
Experiment focus

Each experiment result.
Did it work?



Timestamp What are you working on What do you EXPECT What HAPPENED Did it work What would you change?

2/11/2017 12:02:52 1 balls Trying Cup The ball fell out to soon No Retry

2/11/2017 12:08:52 2 balls Trying Lego Nothing happened. The ball got stuck No Retry

2/16/2017 17:59:28 2 balls APs Lego to work on the door The ball fell out to early Maybe Make sure the ball doesn't fall out to early

2/16/2017 18:04:14 2 balls
Using an eight piece Lego we want one ball to fall 
for the door

It did work the first time and on the second it didn't work then on the third try it 
did work No Try a different size lego for the door

2/16/2017 18:07:59 2 balls A thick 6 by 2 to work as a door It would not work as a door No use another lego so it would actually work

2/16/2017 18:30:40 Drop 1st ball The ball fell out to soon No Change the door

2/16/2017 18:40:30 Drop 1st ball
We expect to drop the ball indside the cup with 
the doors.

The ball does not go in and drops on the floor. The ball is getting stuck an it 
does not work. No Change the door.

2/16/2017 18:40:36 Drop 1st ball
For psg to figure out the coding to drop the ball in 
the cup. The head went down to soon and the door and ball got stuck .Now dot died. No The door

2/19/2017 15:13:36 2 balls both of them fall in the cups only the second ball went in the cup No dash to see dot

2/19/2017 15:16:24 2 balls each ball in each cup also see dot the ball came out while trying to get to the first cup No go slower

2/19/2017 15:18:59 2 balls each ball goes in the cups the ball fell out No go slower

2/19/2017 15:23:21 2 balls the balls fall out each ball fell out while dash was going Yes do something with the code.

2/19/2017 15:30:41 2 balls the balls to fall it broke Yes glueing the legos

2/19/2017 15:38:27 2 balls For the balls to drop inside the cup. Dash did not see dot.The balls fall out but do not make it inside the cup. No Add more legos for support.

2/19/2017 15:46:18
It was not placed 
correctly. We expect for it Dash to be lined up. Dash did not see Dot. No The place were Dash is supposed to be.

2/19/2017 15:52:15
The balls will not come 
out. We expect the ball to drop inside the cup. Dash did not see dot. No The line up to put Dash on.

2/19/2017 15:56:30 Drop 1st ball We expect to see Dot. Dash saw Dot but the balls came out to quickly. Yes To drop the ball in the cup.

2/19/2017 16:01:25 Drop 2nd ball We expected for the ball to go inside the cup. The ball went inside the cup. Yes For Dash to see Dot.

2/19/2017 16:06:13 the ball to go in the cup and to see dot. the dash was not lined up so it did not see dot and the ball did not go in the cup. No we had lined it up to work

2/19/2017 16:11:12
to see dot and to drop the 
balls in the cup for the ball will not fall out. did not see dot and went to far. No get some more LEGOS for "gumball machine".

2/19/2017 16:17:51 2 balls for the "gum ball machine" to work it went crazy on us. No we put the ball in a diffrent position.

2/19/2017 16:25:00 2 balls for it to be lined up propuly the Dash went spanted and did not see dot No
we are going to make it slower for the balls will not come 
out when it is walking/ driving.

2/19/2017 16:25:01 2 balls for it to be lined up propuly the Dash went spanted and did not see dot No
we are going to make it slower for the balls will not come 
out when it is walking/ driving.

2/19/2017 16:31:36 for it to go slower we expect for the balls will not fall. it got a little slated but did kind of work and the" gum ball machine" fell off Maybe the code

2/19/2017 16:36:31 2 balls we expect for the Dash will not go past the cup. the Dash went past the cup. No the code

2/19/2017 16:44:31 Seeing the cup.
We expect for the ball to drop when the ball is 
suppose to drop. The loop got messed up. No We will change the loop.

2/19/2017 17:00:50 2 balls We expect for the code to work. The balls keep falling out. No To make the code better

2/19/2017 17:09:58 See dot We are expecting for Dash to See Dot. Dash did not see Dot. No We would change the repeat code.



Timestamp What are you working on What do you EXPECT What HAPPENED Did it work What would you change?

2/19/2017 17:33:04 2 balls for the ball to drop in the cup the ball didn't drop and the lining was off. No we had fix the balls

2/19/2017 17:37:25 2 balls for the Dash will not go far. the Dash back up for no reason. No
the coding ,to drop the ball in the cup ,and the lineing up the 
Dash.

2/19/2017 17:40:11 2 balls for everything to work. the Dash went to far. No the speed.

2/19/2017 17:47:44 2 balls for the dash to go slower. the dash went for expected Maybe the speed.

2/19/2017 17:55:56 2 balls for the ball to stop dropping on the growed. we made the coding part stop for it wouldn't drop the ball. No the time limted

2/20/2017 11:45:59 alinement for it to be alined it wasn't alined No the alinement

2/20/2017 11:48:24 alinement for it to work it missed the cup No the spot where the cup is

2/20/2017 11:58:46 Drop 1st ball for it to be lined up correctly
lily put a stop and it did not work so we changed it and only put it to wait 2 
seconds No the code

2/20/2017 12:01:09 Drop 1st ball it to work the lego gumball machine fell over No a stronger structer

2/20/2017 12:13:53 Drop 1st ball for it to work the "gum ball machine" door fell off. No the door

2/20/2017 12:22:54
see dot,2 balls,"gum ball 
machine," and coding for the door will not fall off. dash saw dot, but the dash is going to fast. No the"gum ball machine"

2/20/2017 12:25:29 2 balls it to see dot it saw dot. No the linement of the cups

2/20/2017 12:28:59 cups for the dash to make the ball go in the cup. the ball did not go in the cup No the linement.

2/20/2017 12:32:40 2 balls for the dash to make it in the cup. both of the balls fell out of the " gum ball machine" No the code.

2/20/2017 12:37:09 2 balls for the balls to go in the cup. the balls fell out the cup. the LEGO gum ball machine.

2/20/2017 14:14:59 2 balls the ball to go in the cup it was slanted for it to work

2/20/2017 14:21:14 2 balls the ball to go into the cup one ball went into the cup and it saw dot but the other ball did not Yes the second ball to go into the cup

2/20/2017 14:25:01 2 balls the ball to go in the cup the ball did not go in the cup No see object closer

2/20/2017 14:28:40 2 balls ball to go in the cup it was slanted so we changed the agle No

2/20/2017 16:56:41 complete mission we expect for this dum code to work it missed dot ,the first cup and dropped both balls No we changed the move-to into moves

2/21/2017 19:53:02 complete mision complete mision complete mision Maybe complete mision

2/21/2017 19:54:49 complete mission complete mision complete mission No complete mission

2/21/2017 19:57:21 complete mission complete mission complete mission Maybe complete mission

2/21/2017 20:01:50 change alignment to drop second ball almost dropped the ball No change the alignment


